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NEURAL MODELING OF SELECTIVE ATTENTION
Abstract
A neural network is presented in which there are modifiable, bidirectional
connections between nodes representing sensory events and other nodes repre-
senting reinforcement sources. There is also competition between sensory
nodes. Through these competitive and associative mechanisms, the presenter,
together with Stephen Grossberg, has simulated some data on attentionally
modulated Pavlovian conditioning. In particular, if two stimuli are pre-
sented simultaneously, and one of them has already been associated with a
primary reinforcer (such as electric shock or food), selective attention
occurs which inhibits the other stimulus from forming new associations.
Context changes can profoundly alter the dynamics of selective attention.
For example, if one stimulus has been paired with a reinforcer and that
stimulus combined wi t h another is paired with a greater or lesser amount of
that reinforcer, the second stimulus is no longer blocked. Also, selective
attention based on positive or negative reinforcement can compete with
selective attention based on other criteria. Nonmotivational criteria are
enhanced by frontal lobe damage, which weakens the sensory-reinforcement
linkage. For example, a frontally lesioned monkey can prefer a novel object
to one that has previously been rewarded. Also, a human frontal lobe
patient can persevere in a habit that was once, but is no longer, rewarding.
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